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Long known as a fully polarized band with a near vanishing depolarization ratio [ηs = 0.05, W.
Holzer and R. Ouillon, Chem. Phys. Lett. 24, 589 (1974)], the 2ν5 Raman overtone of SF6 has so
far been considered as of having a prohibitively weak anisotropic spectrum [D. P. Shelton and L.
Ulivi, J. Chem. Phys. 89, 149 (1988)]. Here, we report the first anisotropic spectrum of this overtone,
at room temperature and for 13 gas densities ranging between 2 and 27 amagat. This spectrum is
10 times broader and 50 times weaker than the isotropic counterpart of the overtone [D. Kremer, F.
Rachet, and M. Chrysos, J. Chem. Phys. 138, 174308 (2013)] and its profile much more sensitive to
pressure effects than the profile of the isotropic spectrum. From our measurements an accurate value
for the anisotropy matrix-element |〈000020|�α|000000〉| was derived and this value was found to
be comparable to that of the mean-polarizability |〈000020| ᾱ |000000〉|. Among other conclusions
our study offers compelling evidence that, in Raman spectroscopy, highly polarized bands or tiny
depolarization ratios are not necessarily incompatible with large polarizability anisotropy transition
matrix-elements. Our findings and the way to analyze them suggest that new strategies should be de-
veloped on the basis of the complementarity inherent in independent incoherent Raman experiments
that run with two different incident-beam polarizations, and on concerted efforts to ab initio calcu-
late accurate data for first and second polarizability derivatives. Values for these derivatives are still
rarities in the literature of SF6. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861047]

I. INTRODUCTION

Raman spectroscopy in gases is an invaluable tool for sci-
entists to delve deeper into the inner workings of matter.1

Even for particles with relatively simple structure (atoms,
simple molecules), the Raman effect can reveal a wealth of
information about complex (often poorly understood or un-
known) polarization mechanisms, which operate during the
vibrational motion of the gas molecules2, 3 or, transiently, as
two or several gas particles happen to come close to each
other in the course of their random movement (“collision”).4–7

Although most of these unfamiliar mechanisms have hardly
perceptible Raman effects, their physical significance is huge
and, in spite of the great attention Raman spectroscopy has
been receiving for decades, there are still new and intrigu-
ing processes to uncover provided that reliable Raman spec-
tra come to spot them with high-sensitivity experiments.8–14

Of the possible vibrations in a polyatomic molecule, pure
bending ones are among the most difficult to describe spectro-
scopically for they deform the molecule without distorting its
chemical bonds. Sulphur hexafluoride has been witnessing a
revival of spectroscopic and computational interest in the last
two decades.8–10, 15–19 This molecule belongs to the octahedral
symmetry group and its ν5 mode is the par excellence bend-
ing vibration. In this vibration, four fluorine atoms in a plane
undergo “scissoring” motion about the molecular center with
the remaining three atoms being at rest on an axis perpen-
dicular to the plane.20 The quantitative knowledge of several

a)Electronic mail: michel.chrysos@univ-angers.fr

spectroscopic parameters related to the ν5 transition of SF6

(polarizability derivatives, cubic force constants, etc.) is still
Terra incognita for chemical physics, even though it has long
been known that ν5 is allowed in Raman spectroscopy and that
its spectrum is fully depolarized. Going to a higher level of
complexity, it has been concluded from Raman experiments
that the 2ν5 overtone (which is also allowed in Raman spec-
troscopy) generates a highly polarized band spectrum with a
depolarization ratio that is almost vanishingly small.21, 22 In
a recent article, highly accurate isotropic spectra have been
reported for this overtone and a systematic procedure to de-
termine second derivatives for the mean dipole polarizability
of this vibration was developed.23 Such quantities are of a sig-
nificant physical content and their contribution to the under-
standing of the “greenhouse mechanisms” can be substantial.
Yet owing to the difficulty of making ab initio computations
for those quantities, values of derivatives other than for the
“breathing” ν1 mode16 or reliable values for the cubic force
constants, especially for the bending modes of SF6, are rari-
ties in the literature of this molecule.

In the present paper, we report the first-ever anisotropic
spectrum of this overtone. This spectrum, which is ten times
broader than its predominant isotropic counterpart, turns
out to peak two orders of magnitude below the maximum
of the isotropic overtone component. Accurate values for
the anisotropic zeroth- and second-order spectral moments,
M0, M2, and for the polarizability anisotropy matrix-element
〈000020|�α|000000〉 of this overtone were deduced and are
reported below. Surprisingly, in spite of the overall weak
intensity of the anisotropic spectrum, Iani(ν), as compared

0021-9606/2014/140(3)/034308/8/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC140, 034308-1
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to the isotropic counterpart, Iiso(ν), the zeroth-order spec-
tral moments, M0, of these two spectra were found to take
comparable values. So too was the case with the value
of 〈000020|�α|000000〉 upon comparison with the recently
reported23 〈000020| ᾱ |000000〉. In light of these findings, the
situation of a highly polarized transition f ← i whose matrix-
element (�α)fi is as strong as (ᾱ)f i appears as a rare excep-
tion, and to the best of our knowledge has never been encoun-
tered before in the vibrational spectroscopy of SF6.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND THE STATE OF
THE ART

The first Raman measurements of SF6 spectra and their
rather exhaustive listing of band strengths and widths for a
multitude of fundamental, overtone, and combination bands
go back to the pioneering works by Shelton and Ulivi.22 But
as far as the specific 2ν5 overtone is concerned, the first study
of that band dates back even earlier, to a work by Holzer and
Ouillon.21 In both those works, a fixed polarization perpen-
dicular (⊥) to the scattering plane had been used for the in-
cident beam, which had unavoidably restricted the recorded
spectra to their polarized I⊥ components.21, 22 Polarized com-
ponents by no means are sufficient in a Raman treatment, un-
less for a strictly polarized band. Even in the presence of an
analyzer crossing the scattering beam and switched at will
to be set parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane,
the so recorded I(⊥‖) and I(⊥⊥) scattering spectra (I⊥ = I(⊥‖)

+ I(⊥⊥)),24 respectively, are not accurate enough, in princi-
ple, to allow for a reliable measurement of both the physi-
cal quantities 〈000020| ᾱ |000000〉 and 〈000020|�α|000000〉.
Only with the use of two independent polarizations for the in-
cident beam in running independent Raman experiments can
those two quantities be determined safely, and our group has
developed, since more than a decade ago, protocols following
such a strategy to increase reliability.25–29

While the polarized I⊥ component of the 2ν5 SF6 over-
tone, treated in the previous works,21, 22 can to some extent be
considered as a rather reasonable approximation of the over-
tone’s isotropic spectrum, the latter spectrum had to await, for
its rigorous analysis, a study made recently by our group.23 In
contrast, none of the previous treatments has ever mentioned
anything about some anisotropic spectrum for that overtone.
This is exactly what the present article focuses on, following
a systematic observation and its analysis to fill the gap in the
existing literature.

III. THEORETICAL: SYMMETRIES AND
REPRESENTATIONS

The 2ν5 overtone corresponds to a reducible representa-
tion, which is the symmetrized square of F2g

F2g ⊗ F2g = A1g(ν1) ⊕ Eg(ν2) ⊕ F2g(ν5).

The above expansion coincides with the polarizability repre-
sentation �α , the latter being built on the basis of the polariz-

ability components1

A1g: αxx + αyy + αzz,

Eg: αxx + αyy − 2αzz, αxx − αyy,

F2g: αxy, αyz, αzx .

Whereas the isotropic component of the 2ν5 band is given
by the trace of α and corresponds to the A1g polarizability
component, the anisotropic component of the 2ν5 band is
generated by the anisotropy of α. In this respect, αxx + αyy

− 2αzz and αxx − αyy determine the overtone transition from
the ground state to the Eg sublevel of 2ν5 and αxy, αyz,
αzx determine the overtone transition from the ground state
to the F2g sublevel. Note that the three sublevels A1g, Eg,
and F2g are mechanically coupled to the three fundamental
“gerade” levels ν1, ν2, and ν5, respectively, obeying the re-
strictions A1g ⇔ A1g, Eg ⇔ Eg, F2g ⇔ F2g because the cou-
pling potential is always of A1g symmetry. There are also sym-
metry restrictions for the polarizability overtone couplings to
the matrix-elements of the fundamental vibrations, i.e., to the
first polarizability derivatives. The equations also contain the
perturbation matrix-elements of the cubic anharmonic terms
which couple A1g(2ν5) to A1g(ν1), Eg(2ν5) to Eg(ν2), and
F2g(2ν5) to F2g(ν5). The cross couplings are forbidden. The
same holds true for the components α(A1g(2ν5)), α(Eg(2ν5)),
and α(F2g(2ν5)), which are merely expressed as a function
of α(A1g(ν1)), α(Eg(ν2)), and α(F2g(ν5)), respectively, i.e., as
a function of the corresponding derivatives ∂α/∂q1, ∂α/∂q2,
and ∂α/∂q5. This result greatly simplifies the analysis of the
Raman spectrum, but does not allow for distinguishing be-
tween the two components α(Eg(2ν5)) and α(F2g(2ν5)) of the
anisotropic spectrum (see Ref. 22, p. 151).

It is inferred from the above that the anisotropic spec-
trum of the overtone comes from a mixture of two �α com-
ponents: αxx − αyy and αxy. If the intensity of the overtone
were to lie entirely with one of those channels, either of
the two expressions would be true: (�α)2

f i = 3
2 〈000020|αxx

− αyy |000000〉2 for Eg or (�α)2
f i = 9〈000020|αxy |000000〉2

for F2g, when summed over degeneracy. Yet, the way in
which the total intensity of the anisotropic spectrum is shared
between the two channels cannot be deduced experimen-
tally. Only upper bounds are given below for the quantities
〈000020|αxy|000000〉 and 〈000020|αxx − αyy|000000〉, as-
suming that either the Eg or F2g species could give the domi-
nant contribution to (�α)2

f i .
Upon deriving (�α)2

f i from the Raman intensity, proper
account of the hotband γ i(T)-factor23 is all we need
[γ 5(294K) = 1.17]. No explicit mention to the internal struc-
ture of (�α)fi is necessary. The latter is a rather complicated
combination of second harmonic derivatives of the two chan-
nel invariants (αxx − αyy) and αxy with respect to the threefold
degenerated normal coordinate q5, augmented by anharmonic
corrections that involve cubic force constants30 k555(= φ555

3! )
and k255(= φ255

2! ) along with first harmonic derivatives with re-
spect to q5 and q2. No data are available for any of the afore-
mentioned direct or cross second derivatives of (αxx − αyy) or

αxy while the known values for the constant φ255(=
√

8
3C255)

are either unreliable or inconsistent (C255 = 18.4 cm−1 from
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Ref. 31; φ255 = 2.43 cm−1 from Ref. 32). The expressions
relating nomenclature C to nomenclature φ in SF6 have been
given in Ref. 33 (Table 2, therein).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Description

Scattering intensities were recorded from high purity
(99.995%) gaseous sulfur hexafluoride by using a con-
ventional L-shaped Raman setup.26 A compact 532-nm
continuous-wave diode-pumped solid-state frequency-
doubled Nd:YV04 laser of a 2 W power was employed to
shine a dice-large six-sided four-window high-pressure cell
used to enclose the gaseous sample. A half-wave plate and a
glan polarizer were put to make it possible to rotate the polar-
ization of the incident beam from its initial direction, i.e., the
direction vertical to the scattering plane (⊥), to the parallel
direction (‖). A double monochromator supplied with two
1800 grooves/mm holographic gratings was used to analyze
the light scattered from the sample at 90◦. Throughout the
experiment the temperature of the sample was kept fixed at
294.5 ± 1 K. A nitrogen-cooled CCD was used for detection.
Brut scattering signals (counts/s), denoted A⊥(ν) and A‖(ν),
were recorded independently over a wide range of Raman
frequency ν (cm−1) for an incident beam polarization ⊥ and ‖
to the scattering plane, respectively. For each polarization of
the incident beam, 13 independent experiments were run for
13 values of gas pressure, which were converted to density
ρ (in units of amagat) by means of an appropriate virial
expansion;34 the lowest gas density used in the experiment
amounted to 2.03 amagat, the highest one to 27.34 amagat.

B. Calibration

In order to calibrate on an absolute scale the recorded
spectra, the Raman S0(1) rotational line of molecular hydro-
gen (centered at the frequency νS0(1) = 587.1 cm−1) was used
as a signal of reference, and recorded at atmospheric pressure
before and after each run. Key parameter for this procedure
was the integrated scattering signal of S0(1), denoted A

int, H2
i ,

with i = ⊥ or ‖. For every value of gas density, a formula
involving A

int,H2
i (i = ⊥ or ‖) was employed, ensuring the

conversion of the recorded signals Ai(ν) to absolute intensi-
ties Ii(ν)

Ii (ν) = 2

15
Ki(2π )4(ν0 − νS0(1))

4γ 2

×PJ

3 (J + 1) (J + 2)

2 (2J + 1) (2J + 3)

Ai (ν)

A
int,H2
i

n′

n
. (1)

In this formula, Ki is a constant set to 7
6 or 1, depending on

whether the experiment was held with a ⊥ or with a ‖ po-
larization for the incident beam. Symbols n and n′ denote
number density for SF6 and H2, respectively. Parameter PJ

is the fractional population of the Jth rotational level of H2

(here J = 1) calculated upon considering Boltzmann statis-
tics at the temperature of the experiment; the numerical value
used for this parameter was taken from Ref. 35. The quantity

γ [= (3.18 ± 0.03) × 10−25 cm3]36, 37 denotes the anisotropy
of H2 for the S0(1) line at the laser wavenumber (ν0

= 18 797 cm−1). Given that the only quantities in Eq. (1) to
have dimensions are (ν0 − νS0(1)), γ , Ai(ν), and A

int,H2
i (ex-

pressed in units of cm−1, cm3, photons/s, and cm−1 photons/s,
respectively), what Eq. (1) accomplishes is the passage from
photons/s to a spectral intensity expressed in cm3.

C. Processing: Removing the perturbing spectra

To remove the perturbing neighboring spectra in the red
and blue part of the overtone, a least-square fitting procedure
was applied (twice per spectrum) to an exponential function
exp [−λ(x − x0)], with the two free parameters x0, λ opti-
mized to fit the decreasing signal. We will see below that a
simple plot of the recorded spectra along with the correspond-
ing fit on a logarithmic scale, for all densities, is a particularly
helpful device for illustrating the validity of this procedure.
The slope λ was found to be sensibly the same for all the val-
ues of ρ, leaving x0 as the only changing parameter. A similar
procedure was applied in the blue part of the spectrum. The
two adjusted exponential functions, properly describing the
shapes of the perturbing spectra at the left and the right of the
2ν5 overtone were calculated for each probed density and sub-
tracted from the recorded spectrum. These parasitic spectra,
whose origin was briefly discussed in our previous article,23

clearly distinguish themselves from the useful 2ν5 spectrum
through the way their wings scale with density. This allowed
us to successfully isolate the desired spectrum. In addition
to the perturbing SF6 hot and combination bands, traces of
residual hydrogen gas in the cell made their appearance in the
recorded ⊥ and ‖ spectra of the overtone, by the occurrence,
at the frequency νS0(3) = 1034.7 cm−1, of the fully depolar-
ized rotational line S0(3). We removed from the recordings
the portion of the spectrum around the frequency 1035 cm−1

where the contamination in the overtone from the S0(3) line
was appreciable, and then we interpolated properly the empty
strip in order to reliably access spectral moments.

In order to make the spectra recorded for various values
of gas density clearly distinguishable on the same graph, in
what follows, in addition to the two intensity quantities Ii(ν),
use will be also made of the quantities Si(ν) = Ii(ν).ρ, with
i = ⊥ or ‖. The latter are expressed in cm3 amagat.

V. RESULTS

A. ⊥ and ‖ spectral components

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate, as a function of fre-
quency ν, the experimental recordings A⊥ (ν) /A

int,H2
⊥ and

A‖ (ν) /A
int,H2
‖ (empty symbols), respectively, for three values

of gas density, along with the two adjusted exponential func-
tions (solid-line curves) associated with each spectrum (see
discussion above). The net overtone spectra obtained after re-
moval of the perturbing neighboring bands are also shown for
each density (filled symbols).

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show, on a semilogarithmic scale,
the S⊥ and S‖ spectral components of the overtone, in units of
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FIG. 1. (a) ⊥ signal component recorded for three gas densities (5.07, 11.21,
and 21.83 amagat, in the upward direction) before (empty symbols) and af-
ter (filled symbols) extraction of parasitic signals that are due to the adja-
cent band wings. A careful fitting procedure was used to model the unde-
sired baselines of these bands (solid line curves). (b) Same as (a) but for the
‖ signal component.

cm3 amagat, for the 13 values of gas density and after removal
of the baseline.

For each ρ, integration of Ii(ν) over ν was made, with
as lower and upper bounds the values 1000 and 1110 cm−1,
respectively. The result was found to be insensitive to the val-
ues of ρ, which is evidence of spectra strictly pertaining to
isolated SF6 molecules, that is, of spectra that were reliably
recorded, properly processed and analyzed, and successfully
interpreted. Specifically, this observation offers compelling
evidence that the protocol established for the extraction of
the baseline was exact and that the obtained spectrum is in-
deed that of the sought overtone with no contamination by any
binary, ternary, or higher-order collision-induced contribu-
tions or by parasitic effects due to other bands or compounds.
Figure 3 showcases this property by illustrating the quantities
σ ′

⊥ = ∫
S⊥(ν)dν (filled symbols) and σ ′

‖ = ∫
S‖(ν)dν (empty

symbols) as a function of ρ. As expected, the symbols asso-
ciated with each spectral component are tightly laid along a

FIG. 2. (a) Absolute calibrated ⊥ spectra (in cm3 amagat units) as a function
of Raman frequency ν (in cm−1 units) for 13 values of ρ ranging from 2 to
27 amagat (in the upward direction). (b) Same as (a) but for the ‖ spectra. For
the sake of comparison with the ⊥ spectra, same scale of axes was used as
in (a).

straight line; for both spectra, the deviation of the symbols
from their line fit was <5%.

B. Anisotropic spectrum, depolarization ratio, and the
two lower-order classical moments

Anisotropic, Iani(ν), and isotropic, Iiso(ν), spectra were
deduced from I⊥(ν) and I‖(ν), for each of the 13 values of
ρ, by means of two linear transformations that take into ac-
count the aperture of the scattered beam. Iani(ν) is the only
spectrum with which we are concerned in this article. Thor-
ough analysis of the far stronger isotropic component of the
2ν5 overtone has been reported in our preceding article;23

any mention of Iiso(ν) will be skipped below, with the ex-
ception of a few places in the text where numerical informa-
tion related to the isotropic spectrum is given for comparison
purposes.

The transformation for Iani(ν) reads11

Iani (ν) = 1.01 · I‖ (ν) − 0.01009 · I⊥ (ν) . (2)
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FIG. 3. Integrated intensity σ ′ = ∫
S(ν)dν (in cm2 amagat units) as a func-

tion of density ρ (in amagat units) for the two spectral components S⊥ (•) and
S‖ (◦ ). For the sake of clarity, the integrated intensities of S‖ were scaled by
a factor 5. Both series of symbols (• and ◦) are seen to lay along straight lines
passing from zero. The property that each spectrum has a unique slope reveals
that its integrated intensity does not depend on ρ, and hence the zeroth-order
moment does not depend either. The fact that at zero density the signal is
absent is evidence for the absence of noise background.

Figure 4 shows as a function of ν (in cm−1) the inten-
sity Iani of the anisotropic overtone spectrum (in units of cm3)
for the 13 values of gas density ranging from 2 to 27 amagat.
Same associations as the ones used in the preceding figures
as well as in those of Ref. 23 are made between the values of
density and the colors depicting the spectra. A Q branch cen-
tered at 1048 cm−1 is clearly discernible on the figure, along
with O and S branches that appear equally well. Recall that,
in the case of the isotropic spectrum, there was solely a sin-
gle branch present on the figure (Figure 6 in Ref. 23). The
underlying rotational structure remains unresolved. A pro-
cedure, whose technical details are described at the end of
Subsection V C, permitted to reveal a red shift for the Q
branch, along with a slight increase of its integrated inten-
sity, amounting to −5(2) × 10−2 cm−1 amagat−1 and (1.444
+ 0.028ρ) × 10−35 cm2, respectively. This is illustrated in the
right and left inset of the figure.

To quantify the level of polarization of the signal, the
depolarization ratio η(ν) is a useful property defined by the
quotient

η (ν) = I‖ (ν)

I⊥ (ν)
. (3)

An integrated depolarization ratio can also be defined by

ηint =
∫

I‖ (ν) dν∫
I⊥ (ν) dν

. (4)

Figure 5 illustrates the depolarization ratio η(ν) of the
overtone as a function of Raman frequency ν, for three rep-
resentative values of gas density. As inferred from the figure,
the overtone is highly polarized around 1048 cm−1, as a con-
sequence of the fact that, at the top of the Q branch, the S⊥

FIG. 4. Iani (in cm3) as a function of ν (in cm−1) for 13 values of ρ ranging
from 2 to 27 amagat. Same associations as the ones made above are to be
made between the values of ρ and the colors depicting the spectra. The O, Q,
and S branches are clearly seen. The rotational structure remains unresolved.
The left and right inset illustrate the way in which integrated intensity and
position of the Q-branch, respectively, are affected by the gas density (see
text, Subsection V C).

spectra are 50 times more intense than their S‖ counterparts
(see Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). In contrast, the depolarization ra-
tio at the edges attains its maximum value, 6

7 . Equally interest-
ing is the fact that, for all ρ values, the shape of η(ν) remains
unchanged, a property suggesting that the function η(ν) must
preserve its shape even at the zero-density limit.

As for the integrated depolarization ratio, application
of Eq. (4) results in the very small value ηint = 0.12(1),
a property demonstrating the highly polarized character of
the overtone. This value is in agreement with the value ηint

≈ 0.10, which results from the estimate ηs ≈ 0.05 previ-
ously reported by Holzer and Ouillon21 upon appropriate

FIG. 5. Depolarization ratio η(ν) as a function of ν (in cm−1) for three rep-
resentative gas density values, ρ = 3, 13, and 25 amagat. The overtone is
highly polarized in the middle of the spectrum and depolarized at the edges.
The dashed lines indicate the theoretical upper bound of η. The fact that the
shape of η(ν) remains unchanged in the three panels suggests that a similar
shape should be expected in the zero-density limit.
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TABLE I. Anisotropic and isotropic zeroth-order (M0), second-order (M2),
and reduced (M̄2 = M2

M0
) spectral moments. M0 is given in × 10−54 cm6,

M2 in × 10−30 cm6 s−2, and M̄2 in × 1023 s−2. Whenever assuming
Gaussian bandshapes, reduced moments allow to assess, via the expression

�/2 = (2πc)−1
√

M̄2, band halfwidths at 1/e
1
2 -maximum. Within this as-

sumption, the bandwidth amounts to 22.4 cm−1 for the anisotropic spectrum
and to 2.4 cm−1 for the isotropic spectrum.

Spectral moment Anisotropic Isotropic
M0 4.31(65) 4.59(69)
M2 77(15) 0.98(20)
M̄2 180 2.1

conversion of the concept issuing from the definition ηs

= ∫
I(⊥‖)(ν)dν/

∫
I(⊥⊥)(ν)dν to that defined through Eq. (4).

Recall that the two integrated properties are related with each
other through the expression ηint = 2ηs

1+ηs
and that their upper

bounds are different: ηmax
s = 3

4 , ηmax
int = 6

7 .
Finally, zeroth-order and second-order classical spectral

moments, M2n (n = 0, 1), can be defined for the anisotropic
spectrum through the following formula:

M2n = 15

2
(2πc)2n

(
2π )−4(ν0 − νs

)−4

×
∫

Iani (ν) (ν − νs)
2n dν. (5)

In this expression, the 15
2 factor characterizes anisotropic

spectra and νs = 1048 cm−1 is the wavenumber at the cen-
ter of the overtone.

Table I shows the values of the anisotropic zeroth-order,
second-order, and reduced second-order (M̄2 = M2

M0
) classi-

cal spectral moments, in units of 10−54 cm6, 10−30 cm6 s−2,
and 1023 s−2, respectively, as they were calculated by using
Eq. (5). For the sake of comparison, values of the same quan-
tities are also shown for the isotropic spectrum. Note that
for Gaussian bandshapes, the reduced moment M̄2 allows to
assess, via the expression (2πc)−1

√
M̄2, band halfwidths at

1/e
1
2 -maximum. Within this assumption, the bandwidth of the

overtone amounts to 22.4 cm−1 for the anisotropic spectrum;
for the far narrower isotropic spectrum, it amounts to only
2.4 cm−1.

C. Bandshape and width, pressure broadening
and shift

A Gaussian function was used to interpolate the left and
right wings of the measured profile. Figure 6 illustrates the
result for a representative value of gas density. The value of
the integrated intensity obtained from the interpolated profile
was found to closely approach the one obtained from direct
integration of the experimental data. (The deviation between
the experimental data and the model curve returned by the
fitting procedure, in the frequency domain 1000–1110 cm−1,
was slight, with fluctuations going from 0.8% to 2.5% and
with a mean value of 1.3%.) Furthermore, a narrowing of the
Gaussian was observed with increasing gas density, illustrated
in the right inset of the figure. This illustration reveals that
the dependence of the halfwidth on the gas density is linear,

FIG. 6. To showcase the procedure that we followed to reveal any pressure
broadening or narrowing effects on the anisotropic spectrum, the spectrum is
shown (symbols) for a representative density value (ρ = 9.13 amagat) along
with a Gauss-shaped function (solid line curve) that best interpolates the left
and right wings of the measured profile. Our study revealed pressure broad-
ening of the Q branch (left inset) but narrowing of the whole spectrum (right
inset), both scaling linearly with ρ.

a fact allowing us to deduce the narrowing coefficient of the
spectrum (γ  −0.155 cm−1 amagat−1) along with its zero-
density halfwidth (�/2 = 22.9(6) cm−1). It is gratifying that
the zero-density halfwidth measured in this way is in excel-
lent agreement with the value 22.4 cm−1 obtained from the
expression (2πc)−1

√
M̄2 (see Table I).

In the effort to understand also the way in which the Q-
branch behaves on its own, the anisotropic spectrum was first
analyzed for an intermediate value of gas density, as a com-
promise between spectral resolution and signal strength, and
the converged procedure was then applied to the other values
of ρ. Specifically, adjustment of the O and S branches to ap-
propriate model-shapes was made, for that intermediate value
of ρ, by using standard gamma distribution.38 The modeled
branches were then removed from the total spectrum to make
the entire body of the Q branch appear. This procedure was
repeated for all values of ρ, by using the optimal profile de-
scribed above. Unlike the narrowing of the anisotropic spec-
trum as a whole, the described analysis showed a broadening
of the Q branch with increasing gas density. This is illustrated
in the left inset of Figure 6. From this illustration, a linear
dependence is once again revealed, a fact allowing us to de-
rive the broadening coefficient (γ  0.078(5) cm−1 amagat−1)
and the zero-density halfwidth (�/2 = 0.89(9) cm−1) of the Q
branch. As anticipated in Subsection V B and illustrated in the

TABLE II. Band halfwidths ( �
2 ) and shifts (δ), in cm−1, along with the den-

sity dependence of these properties for the overtone anisotropic spectrum and
for its Q branch alone. The same quantities are also shown for the isotropic
spectrum.

Anisotropic Anisotropic Isotropic
(Q-branch only) (entire)

�
2 (cm−1) 0.89 + 0.078ρ 22.93 − 0.155ρ 1.3575 − 0.0008ρ

δ(cm−1) −0.05ρ −0.01ρ
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TABLE III. Absolute values of transition matrix-elements (000020) ← (000000) of the 2ν5 polarizability anisotropy �α along with values for the upper
bounds of the matrix-elements of the two experimentally indistinguishable anisotropy components (αxx − αyy) and αxy. For the sake of completeness, the corre-
sponding values of the mean polarizability ᾱ are also given from our and previous studies. All values are in cm3. The symmetry species for each polarizability
component is also indicated.

|〈000020|�α|000000〉| |〈000020|αxx − αyy|000000〉| |〈000020|αxy|000000〉| |〈000020|ᾱ|000000〉|
Eg, F2g Eg F2g A1g

1.92(14) × 10−27 1.6 × 10−27 0.6 × 10−27 1.98(14) × 10−27

1.95 × 10−27a

1.58 × 10−27b

aShelton and Ulivi, Ref. 22.
bHolzer and Ouillon, Ref. 21.

right and left inset of Figure 4, this procedure permits also to
reveal a red shift for the Q branch, along with a slight increase
of its integrated intensity.

Table II gathers halfwidths, shifts, and pressure broad-
ening or narrowing laws for the overtone anisotropic spec-
trum and for its Q branch alone. The same properties for
the isotropic spectrum of the overtone are also shown, al-
lowing for a comparative analysis between the two spectral
components.

D. The matrix-elements (�α)f i and (ᾱ)f i

In view of the results obtained in Sec. V for the zeroth-
order moment and of the discussion made in Sec. III, absolute
values of transition matrix-elements (000020) ← (000000)
for the polarizability anisotropy �α along with values for the
upper bounds of the matrix-elements of the two experimen-
tally indistinguishable anisotropy components (αxx − αyy) and
αxy can now be derived. These are gathered in Table III. The
corresponding values for the mean polarizability ᾱ are also
given for the sake of completeness.

VI. SYNOPSIS

In this article, we show the existence of an anisotropic
Raman component for the first “scissoring” overtone of sul-
fur hexafluoride and report the first observation and analysis
of its spectrum at room temperature. This overtone has been
subject of fragmentary studies in the 1970s and the 1980s,
which revealed a weak and narrow isotropic spectrum and an
extremely small depolarization ratio. At that time, sensitiv-
ity was not an issue and little could lead anyone to predict
what Raman instrumentation would accomplish in the years
to come. The high sensitivity of our experiment along with
the strategy and the demanding protocol we follow for sig-
nal detection and processing have now made it possible to
measure this very weak anisotropic component, and to re-
veal a multitude of properties related to its O-Q-S structure
and to its isolated Q branch: pressure broadening and narrow-
ing, shifts, widths, intensities. The anisotropic spectrum was
found to be about ten times broader than its isotropic counter-
part and to peak about 50 times below the latter component,
yet the zeroth-order moments in the two spectra were found
to take near equal values. This finding is evidence of a transi-
tion f ← i with matrix-elements (�α)fi and (ᾱ)f i taking large
and near equal absolute values, and rules out the mainstream

naïve view that a weak anisotropic Raman spectrum automat-
ically means a small value for the transition anisotropy. Given
the systematic and stiff protocol of our analysis, we believe
that the whole range of spectral lines, regardless of whether
they are fundamentals, overtones, or combination bands, de-
serve to be reexamined in SF6, toward a complete description
of dipole moment and polarizability properties.
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